THE FLIGHT TO INDIA
bogged machine across a watery aerodrome, hot rum and
lemon seemed to be the one thing needful. It was impossible
to make anyone understand what was wanted until at last
Mclntyre began to perform the hornpipe and to posture as a
sailor; while busy dancing, he swallowed off imaginary drinks.
Enlightenment descended upon the waiters in a flash. In a few
instants, the magic beverage appeared, proving that although
sailors are reported to be happy-go-lucky folk, there is one
thing they certainly do care about.
Italy keeps a careful watch on her flying visitors. The en-
thusiasm over the air is unbounded. A state of air-mindedness
and technical knowledge are apparently maintained without
difficulty; probably this high standard, in advance of nearly
every other nation, is the result of Mussolini's own experiences
and resolutions when himself in the Air Force. The English
flyers met many different types and classes of officers among the
Italian Air Force in Italy, Sicily and Northern Africa, ranging
from slim, eager boys, to comparatively elderly men of domes-
ticated appearance, aviation providing a common bond of
enthusiasm for one and all. Some of the Italian aerodromes are
models of efficiency and power.
Flying from Sarzana to Naples, and from Naples to Catania
in Sicily, the three aeroplanes enjoyed a real Roman holiday.
The aerial highway stretches along the ruler backbone of the
Apennines and across little tumbling valleys that run like
happy children towards the sea. The gusty winds lurking like
robbers in the capacious pockets of the Alps are left behind to
annoy others. The passage through the ether becomes smooth
and effordess. Even the snowy crests of the mountains supply
no air bumps. The air stands still. There is a luxurious well-
upholstered feeling about the world. Down below, on the
ground, the grape has become the spoilt child with everything
done for it; terraced ranks of olive-trees stand on guard, the
silver-grey legionaries of all that land. Litde walled towns
spring up like Jack-in-the-boxes from the plain, each set on
its hill, the houses crowding and cuddling each other too much

